WHAT’S NEW IN FANTINI’S GAMING SHOW
RECAP
FOR THE WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 6, 2020

INTRODUCTION
Fantini’s Gaming Show is a unique website that takes the trade show floor and moves
it online, where exhibitors can take advantage of presenting and selling products,
showcasing photos and video demos, as well as sharing any related news or events.
Fantini’s Gaming Show allows all companies – big and small – to exhibit alongside one
another while reaching so many executives and influential people in the gaming industry.
This weekly report breaks down news and products that exhibitors have added to their eBooths in the past week and a link to each company’s virtual exhibit. Visit these often as
new products and announcements are posted daily.
For more information, rates, and how your company can become an exhibitor contact:
Dee Wild-Shyver at DWild@FantiniResearch.com.

RECAP
AGS released third quarter financial results and showed an improvement over Q2. AGS
also repaid its $30 million revolver balance in October.
Going forward, CEO David Lopez says he is encouraged by growth opportunities in the
table games segment as well as interactive since states are introducing real money online
gaming legislation.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/2-ags

Buzz Creative Group explains what the company does for their customers and
outlines the steps they take to work with your marketing department. Together, they
create effective advertising pieces and specialize in strategic branding.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/1774-buzz-creative-group-

Fantini Research posted two more CEO Insights video interviews with Frank Fantini.
This week featured CEO George Papanier of Twin River Holdings (now Bally’s
Corporation) and Rob Ziems, president of Aruze Gaming America.
View these and other CEO videos at
https://www.fantiniresearch.com/conventions/ceo-insights.html

https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/134-fantini-research

GAN contracted with High 5 Games to bring content to GAN’s real money gaming
platform, GameSTACK.
People playing at online casinos in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Michigan can choose
more than 150 titles from High 5 Games.
GAN now offers over 800 games in its library.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/10-gan

GLI has been approved by the Hellenic Gaming Commission for testing, audits and
certifying iGaming, VLT and casino products in Greece.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/216-gli

IGT signed a seven-year contract with Totalizator Sportowy, Poland’s national lottery
operator. IGT will upgrade the current solutions and provide terminals, vending machines,
digital lottery platform and technology services in an upgraded central system.
The contract begins on December 1, 2021 and allows for one extension for up to three
years.
IGT will replace more than 19,000 lottery terminals with Retailer Pro; will place 500
GameTouch 28 self-service lottery vending machines; supply PlayDigital PlayCommand
platform, and PlayRGS game delivery solution and PlayLottery product suite.

IGT recently premiered its PeakSlant49 Wheel Cabinet with the Wheel of Fortune
Mystery Link game and is now extending its portfolio nationwide.
The 9-foot-tall cabinet was created for the Wheel of Fortune slots content and features a
49-inch curved HD touchscreen display. It can be integrated with IGT’s Resort Wallet
cashless system.
This is the fourth cabinet in the Peak series to be launched in 2020.

IGT has more than doubled its electronic table games at Wynn’s Encore Boston Harbor
in Massachusetts from 40 to 88 games.
Blackjack, roulette, baccarat and random number-generated baccarat are available
throughout the property and are set up for safe play and social distancing.
The installation makes up one of the largest, single-property installations for electronic
table games in North America.

https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/12-igt

TransAct Technologies posted preliminary financial results for the third quarter with
net sales of $7.3 million and gross profit of $3.3 million.
Recuring revenue for the food service technology market increased 157 percent yearover-year.
CEO Bart Shuldman said the BOHA! restaurant platform results are encouraging and that
casino and gaming sales increased despite COVID.
https://www.fantinisgamingshow.com/exhibitors/532-transact-technologies
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